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Abstract

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) adopt the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Certificate

Revocation Lists (CRLs) for their security. In any PKI system, the authentication of a received message

is performed by checking if the certificate of the sender is included in the current CRL, and verifying the

authenticity of the certificate and signature of the sender. In this paper, we propose an Expedite Message

Authentication Protocol (EMAP) for VANETs, which replaces the time-consuming CRL checking

process by an efficient revocation checking process. The revocation check process in EMAP uses a

keyed Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC ), where the key used in calculating the HMAC is

shared only between non-revoked On-Board Units (OBUs). In addition, EMAP uses a novel probabilistic

key distribution, which enables non-revoked OBUs to securely share and update a secret key. EMAP can

significantly decrease the message loss ratio due to the message verification delay compared with the

conventional authentication methods employing CRL. By conducting security analysis and performance

evaluation, EMAP is demonstrated to be secure and efficient.

Index Terms

Vehicular networks, Communication security, Message authentication, Certificate revocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) have attracted extensive attentions recently as a promis-

ing technology for revolutionizing the transportation systems and providing broadband commu-

nication services to vehicles. VANETs consist of entities including On-Board Units (OBUs) and
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infrastructure Road-Side Units (RSUs). Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure

(V2I) communications are the two basic communication modes, which respectively allow OBUs

to communicate with each other and with the infrastructure RSUs.

Since vehicles communicate through wireless channels, a variety of attacks such as injecting

false information, modifying and replaying the disseminated messages can be easily launched.

A security attack on VANETs can have severe harmful or fatal consequences to legitimate

users. Consequently, ensuring secure vehicular communications is a must before any VANET

application can be put into practice. A well-recognized solution to secure VANETs is to deploy

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), and to use Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) for managing

the revoked certificates. In PKI, each entity in the network holds an authentic certificate, and

every message should be digitally signed before its transmission. A CRL, usually issued by

a Trusted Authority (TA), is a list containing all the revoked certificates. In a PKI system,

the authentication of any message is performed by first checking if the sender’s certificate is

included in the current CRL, i.e., checking its revocation status, then, verifying the sender’s

certificate, and finally verifying the sender’s signature on the received message. The first part

of the authentication, which checks the revocation status of the sender in a CRL, may incur

long delay depending on the CRL size and the employed mechanism for searching the CRL.

Unfortunately, the CRL size in VANETs is expected to be large for the following reasons: (1)

To preserve the privacy of the drivers, i.e., to abstain the leakage of the real identities and

location information of the drivers from any external eavesdropper [1]-[3], each OBU should

be preloaded with a set of anonymous digital certificates, where the OBU has to periodically

change its anonymous certificate to mislead attackers [4]. Consequently, a revocation of an OBU

results in revoking all the certificates carried by that OBU leading to a large increase in the

CRL size; (2) The scale of VANET is very large. According to the United States Bureau of

Transit Statistics, there are approximately 251 million OBUs in the Unites States in 2006 [5].

Since the number of the OBUs is huge and each OBU has a set of certificates, the CRL size

will increase dramatically if only a small portion of the OBUs is revoked. To have an idea of

how large the CRL size can be, consider the case where only 100 OBUs are revoked, and each

OBU has 25, 000 certificates [6]. In this case, the CRL contains 2.5 million revoked certificates.

According to the employed mechanism for searching a CRL, the Wireless Access in Vehicular

Environments (WAVE) standard [7] does not state that either a non-optimized search algorithm,
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e.g., linear search, or some sort of optimized search algorithm such as binary search, will be

used for searching a CRL. In this paper, we consider both non-optimized and optimized search

algorithms.

According to the Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) [8], which is part of the

WAVE standard, each OBU has to broadcast a message every 300 msec about its location,

velocity, and other telematic information. In such scenario, each OBU may receive a large

number of messages every 300 msec, and it has to check the current CRL for all the received

certificates, which may incur long authentication delay depending on the CRL size and the

number of received certificates. The ability to check a CRL for a large number of certificates in

a timely manner leads an inevitable challenge to VANETs.

To ensure reliable operation of VANETs and increase the amount of authentic information

gained from the received messages, each OBU should be able to check the revocation status

of all the received certificates in a timely manner. Most of the existing works overlooked the

authentication delay resulting from checking the CRL for each received certificate. In this paper,

we introduce an expedite message authentication protocol1 (EMAP) which replaces the CRL

checking process by an efficient revocation checking process using a fast and secure HMAC

function. EMAP is suitable not only for VANETs but also for any network employing a PKI

system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first solution to reduce the authentication delay

resulting from checking the CRL in VANETs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The related works are discussed in section

II. Section III introduces some preliminaries. The proposed EMAP is presented in section IV.

Security analysis and performance evaluation are given in section V and section VI, respectively.

Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In VANETs, the primary security requirements are identified as entity authentication, message

integrity, non-repudiation, and privacy preservation. The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is the

most viable technique to achieve these security requirements [4],[10]. PKI employs Certificate

Revocation Lists (CRLs) to efficiently manage the revoked certificates. Since the CRL size is

1Part of this work was presented at IEEE Globecom’09 [9].
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expected to be very large, the delay of checking the revocation status of a certificate included

in a received message is expected to be long.

In [10], Hubaux et al. identify the specific issues of security and privacy challenges in

VANETs, and indicate that a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) should be well deployed to protect

the transited messages and to mutually authenticate network entities. In [4], Raya et al. use

a classical PKI to provide secure and privacy preserving communications to VANETs. In this

approach, each vehicle needs to pre-load a huge pool of anonymous certificates. The number of

the loaded certificates in each vehicle should be large enough to provide security and privacy

preservation for a long time, e.g., one year. Each vehicle can update its certificates from a

central authority during the annual inspection of the vehicle. In this approach, revoking one

vehicle implies revoking the huge number of certificates loaded in it.

In [11], Studer et al. propose an efficient authentication and revocation scheme called TACK.

TACK adopts a hierarchy system architecture consisting of a central trusted authority and regional

authorities (RAs) distributed all over the network. The authors adopted group signature where

the trusted authority acts as the group manager and the vehicles act as the group members.

Upon entering a new region, each vehicle must update its certificate from the RA dedicated

for that region. The vehicle sends a request signed by its group key to the RA to update its

certificate, the RA verifies the group signature of the vehicle and ensures that the vehicle is

not in the current Revocation List (RL). After the RA authenticates the vehicle, it issues short-

lifetime region-based certificate. This certificate is valid only within the coverage range of the

RA. It should be noted that TACK requires the RAs to wait for some time, e.g., 2 seconds,

before sending the new certificate to the requesting vehicle. This renders the vehicle not able to

send messages to neighboring vehicles within this period, which makes TACK not suitable for

the safety applications in VANETs as the WAVE standard [7] requires each vehicle to transmit

beacons about its location, speed, and direction every 100 ∼ 300 msec. Also, TACK requires

the RAs to completely cover the network, otherwise, the TACK technique may not function

properly. This requirement may not be feasible especially in the early deployment stages of

VANETs. Although TACK eliminates the CRL at the vehicles level, it requires the RAs to verify

the revocation status of the vehicles upon requesting new certificates. To check the revocation

status of a vehicle, the RA has to verify that this vehicle is not in the current Revocation

List (RL) by preforming a check against all the entries in the RL. Each check requires three
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pairing operations. Consequently, checking the revocation status of a vehicle may be a time-

consuming process. The authors suggested to use an optimized search method to remedy the

computationally expensive RL check. The proposed method can reduce the RL checking to

two pairing operations. However, this solution is based on fixing some parameters in the group

signature attached to every certificate request, which reduces the privacy preservation of TACK

and renders the tracking of a vehicle possible.

There are some works addressing the problem of distributing the large-size CRL in VANETs.

In [12], Raya et al. introduce RC2RL (Revocation using Compressed Certificate Revocation

Lists), where the traditional CRLs, issued by the TA, are compressed using Bloom filters to

reduce its size prior to broadcasting. Papadimitratos et al. [13] propose to partition the CRL

into small pieces and distribute each piece independently. Laberteaux et al. [14] use car to car

communication to speed up the CRL broadcasting. Haas et al. [6] develop a mechanism to reduce

the size of the broadcast CRL by only sending a secret key per revoked vehicle. On receiving

the new CRL, each OBU uses the secret key of each revoked vehicle to re-produce the identities

of the certificates loaded in that revoked vehicle, and construct the complete CRL. It should

be noted that although the broadcast CRL size is reduced, the constructed CRL at each OBU,

which is used to check the revocation status of other entities, still suffers from the expected large

size exactly as that in the traditional CRLs where all the identities of the certificates of every

revoked OBU are included in the broadcast CRL. Also, the authors propose using bloom filter,

which is some kind of lookup hash tables, to perform CRL checking for the received certificates.

To minimize the false-positives in the bloom filter, the authors proposed that each vehicle has

to check before sending its certificate whether this certificate will trigger a false positive or

no. If yes, then it uses another certificate. The authors proposed to upload each vehicle with

additional certificates to compensate for those ones which will trigger a false-positive. Although

this solution can minimize the false positives, it cannot to completely prevent them, which limits

their advantages, especially, in safety-related VANETs applications.

The probabilistic approach is a promising technique for the key management in ad hoc

networks [15], [16]. Zhu et al. introduce the GKMPAN protocol [17], which adopts a probabilistic

key distribution approach based on pre-deployed symmetric keys. The GKMPAN is efficient and

scalable for wireless mobile networks, because it takes the node mobility into consideration. In

[18], a probabilistic random key distribution is proposed to achieve efficient privacy-preserving
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group communication protocol for VANETs. Employing a probabilistic random key distribution

and a secret key sharing threshold scheme, an efficient distributed revocation protocol for VANET

is designed in [19].

In this paper, we propose an Expedite Message Authentication Protocol (EMAP) to overcome

the problem of the long delay incurred in checking the revocation status of a certificate using

a CRL. EMAP employs keyed Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC ) in the revocation

checking process, where the key used in calculating the HMAC for each message is shared only

between unrevoked OBUs. In addition, EMAP is free from the false positive property which is

common for lookup hash tables as it will be indicated in the next section.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the bilinear pairing, hash chains, and search algorithms that can

be employed for checking a CRL.

A. Bilinear Pairing

The bilinear pairing [20] is one of the foundations of the proposed protocol. Let G1 denote

an additive group of prime order q, and G2 a multiplicative group of the same order. Let P be

a generator of G1, and ê : G1 × G1 → G2 be a bilinear mapping with the following properties:

1) Bilinear: ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P,Q)ab, for all P,Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈R Zq.

2) Non-degeneracy: ê(P,Q) �= 1G2
.

3) Symmetric: ê(P,Q) = ê(Q,P ), for all P,Q ∈ G1.

4) Admissible: the map ê is efficiently computable.

The bilinear map ê can be implemented using the Weil [21] and Tate [22] pairings on elliptic

curves.

The security of the proposed protocol depends on solving the following hard computational

problem:

• Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP): Given a point P of order q on an

elliptic curve, and a point Q on the same curve. The ECDLP problem [23] is to determine

the integer l, 0 ≤ l ≤ q − 1, such that Q = lP .
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Fig. 1. Hash chain

B. Hash Chains

A hash chain [24] is the successive application of a hash function h : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q with a

secret value as its input. A hash function is easy and efficient to compute, but it is computationally

infeasible to invert. Fig. 1 shows the application of a hash chain to a secret value v, where

v0 = v, vi = h(vi−1) ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ j.

C. Search Algorithms

The WAVE standard does not consider a specific mechanism for searching CRLs to check the

revocation status of certificates. The most common search algorithms [25] include non-optimized

search algorithms such as linear search algorithm, and optimized search algorithms such as binary

search algorithm and lookup hash tables. The basic concept of each algorithm is as follows.

1) Linear Search Algorithm: In the linear search algorithm, the revocation status of a certifi-

cate is checked by comparing the certificate with each entry in the CRL. If a match occurs, the

certificate is revoked and vice versa.

2) Binary Search Algorithm: The binary search algorithm works only on sorted lists. Con-

sequently, upon receiving a new CRL, each OBU has to maintain a sorted (with respect to the

certificate’s identity) database of the revoked certificates included in previous CRLs and the

recently received CRL. The main idea of the binary search algorithm is to cancel out half of the

entries under consideration after each comparison in the search process. In the binary search,

the revocation status of a certificate is checked by comparing the identity of the certificate with

middle value (which in this case will be the median value) of the sorted database. If the identity

of the certificate is greater than the median value, the right half of the database will be considered

in the next comparison process and vice versa. This process continues until a match is found,

i.e., the certificate is revoked, or the process is finished without finding a match which means

that the certificate is unrevoked.
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3) Lookup Hash Tables: In this approach, the set of all possible certificates (U) is mapped

using a hash function into a table of n entries. To check the revocation status of a certificate,

the hash of the certificate’s identity is the index of the entry in the lookup table which should

be checked to determine the revocation status of the certificate. If nil is found in that entry,

the certificate under consideration is unrevoked and vice versa. Since VANETs scale is very

large and each OBU has a set of certificates, the size of U will be huge compared to the size

(n) of the lookup table. Consequently, the probability of hash collisions will be high, which

directly translates to a high probability of false positives. Here, a false positive means that the

certificate of an innocent OBU is falsely considered revoked which results in rejecting all the

messages containing the certificate of that OBU. The rejected messages may include a warning

from dangerous situations. Hence, rejecting these messages may deprive the recipient OBU from

taking the appropriate countermeasures to ensure its safety. Accordingly, lookup hash tables may

not be practical for VANETs. Hence, lookup hash tables will not be considered in this paper. It

should be noted that hash functions which map an input to one entry of possible n entries used

in the lookup tables, are different from cryptographic hash functions which map an input to a

unique output. Throughout the rest of the paper, the considered hash functions are cryptographic

hash functions.

IV. EXPEDITE MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL

The proposed EMAP uses a fast HMAC function and novel key sharing scheme employing

probabilistic random key distribution.

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 2, the system model under consideration consists of the followings.

• A Trusted Authority (TA), which is responsible for providing anonymous certificates and

distributing secret keys to all OBUs in the network;

• Roadside units (RSUs), which are fixed units distributed all over the network. The RSUs

can communicate securely with the TA;

• On-Board Units (OBUs), which are embedded in vehicles. OBUs can communicate either

with other OBUs through V2V communications or with RSUs through V2I communications.
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Fig. 2. The system model

According to the WAVE standard [7], each OBU is equipped with a Hardware Security Module

(HSM), which is a tamper-resistant module used to store the security materials, e.g., secret keys,

certificates, etc., of the OBU. Also, the HSM in each OBU is responsible for performing all

the cryptographic operations such as signing messages, verifying certificates, keys updating, etc.

We consider that legitimate OBUs cannot collude with the revoked OBUs as it is difficult for

legitimate OBUs to extract their security materials from their HSMs. Finally, we consider that

a compromised OBU is instantly detected by the TA.

B. System Initialization

The TA initializes the system by executing Algorithm 1. In step (20), it should be noted that:

PK i
u denotes the ith public key for OBUu , where the corresponding secret key is SK i

u ; PID i
u

denotes the ith pseudo identity for OBUu , where the TA is the only entity that can relate PID i
u

to the real identity of OBUu ; sigTA(PID
i
u ||PK

i
u) denotes the TA signature on the concatenation

(||) of PID i
u and PK i

u ; and C is the number of certificates loaded in each OBU.

After the system is initialized, the TA has the followings:

• A secret key pool Us = {K
−
i = kiQ|1 ≤ i ≤ l};

• The corresponding public key set Up = {K
+
i = 1

ki
P |1 ≤ i ≤ l};

• A master secret key s and the corresponding public key P◦;

• The secret key Kg;
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Algorithm 1 System initialization
1: Select two generators P, Q ∈ G1 of order q,

2: for i← 1, l do

3: Select a random number ki ∈ Z∗
q

4: Set the secret key K−
i = kiQ ∈ G1

5: Set the corresponding public key K+
i = 1

ki
P ∈ G1

6: end for

7: Select an initial secret key Kg ∈ G2 � to be shared between all the non-revoked OBUs

8: Select a master secret key s ∈ Z∗
q

9: Set the corresponding public key P◦ = sP

10: Choose hash functions H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and h : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q

11: Select a secret value v ∈ Z∗
q and set v◦ = v

12: for i← 1, j do � to obtain a set V of hash chain values

13: Set vi = h(vi−1)

14: end for

15: for all OBUu in the network, TA do

16: for i← 1, m do

17: Select a random number a ∈ [1, l]

18: Upload the secret key K−
a = kaQ and the corresponding public key K+

a = 1

ka
P in

HSMu which is the HSM embedded in OBUu

19: end for

20: Generate a set of anonymous certificates CERTu = {certiu(PID
i
u ,

PK i
u , sigTA(PID

i
u ||PK

i
u))|1 ≤ i ≤ C} � for privacy-preserving authentication

21: Upload CERTu in HSMu of OBUu

22: end for

23: Announce H, h, P, Q, and P◦ to all the OBUs
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• A set of hash chain values V = {vi|0 ≤ i ≤ j}, where j is large enough to accommodate

with the number of revocation processes occur during the life-time of the network;

• The public parameters H , h, P , and Q.

Also, each OBU will have the followings:

• A set of anonymous certificates (CERTu) used to achieve privacy-preserving authentication;

• A set of secret keys RSu consisting of m keys randomly selected from Us, i.e., RSu ⊂ Us;

• The set of the public keys RPu corresponding to the keys in RSu, i.e., RPu ⊂ Up;

• The secret key Kg, which is shared between all the legitimate OBUs;

• The hash function H , h, P , Q, and the public key P◦.

Note that the system model under consideration is mainly a PKI system, where each OBUu

has a set of anonymous certificates (CERTu) used to secure its communications with other

entities in the network. In specific, the public key PKu , included in the certificate certu , and

the secret key SKu are used for verifying and signing messages, respectively. Also, each OBUu

is pre-loaded with a set of asymmetric keys (secret keys K−’s in RSu and the corresponding

public keys K+’s in RPu). Those keys are necessary for generating and maintaining a shared

secret key Kg between unrevoked OBUs.

C. Message Authentication

Since we adopt a generic PKI system, the details of the TA signature on a certificate and an

OBU signature on a message are not discussed in this paper for the sake of generality. We only

focus in how to accelerate the revocation checking process, which is conventionally performed by

checking the CRL for every received certificate. The message signing and verification between

different entities in the network are performed as follows.

1) Message Signing: Before any OBUu broadcasts a message M, it calculates its revocation

check REVcheck as REVcheck = HMAC (Kg,PIDu ||Tstamp)
∗, where Tstamp is the current time

stamp, and HMAC (Kg,PIDu ||Tstamp) is the hash message authentication code on the concatena-

tion of PIDu and Tstamp using the secret key Kg. Then, OBUu broadcasts (M||Tstamp||certu(PIDu ,

PKu , sigTA(PIDu ||PKu))||sigu(M||Tstamp)||REVcheck), where sigu(M||Tstamp) is the signature

of OBUu on the concatenation of the message M and Tstamp.

∗It should be noted that throughout the rest of the paper the superscript i will be removed from PID
i

u and PK
i

u for the ease

of presentation.
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2) Message Verification: Any OBUy receiving the message (M||Tstamp||certu(PIDu ,PKu ,

sigTA(PIDu ||PKu))||sigu(M||Tstamp)||REVcheck) can verify it by executing Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Message verification
Require: (M||Tstamp||certu(PIDu ,PKu , sigTA(PIDu ||PKu))||sigu(M||Tstamp)|| REVcheck)

and Kg

1: Check the validity of Tstamp

2: if invalid then

3: Drop the message

4: else

5: Check REVcheck
?
= HMAC (Kg,PIDu||Tstamp)

6: if invalid then

7: Drop the message

8: else

9: Verify the TA signature on certOBUu

10: if invalid then

11: Drop the message

12: else

13: Verify the signature sigu(M||Tstamp) using OBUu public key (PKu)

14: if invalid then

15: Drop the message

16: else

17: Process the message

18: end if

19: end if

20: end if

21: end if

In step (5), OBUy calculates HMAC (Kg,PIDu ||Tstamp) using its Kg on the concatenation

PIDu ||Tstamp, and compares the calculated HMAC (Kg,PIDu ||Tstamp) with the received REVcheck.
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D. Revocation

The revocation is triggered by the TA when there is an OBUu to be revoked. The certificates

of OBUu must be revoked. In addition, the secret key set RSu of OBUu and the current secret

key Kg are considered revoked. Hence, a new secret key K̃g should be securely distributed to all

the non-revoked OBUs. Also, each non-revoked OBU should securely update the compromised

keys in its key sets RS and RP [17]. The revocation process is as follows.

1) The TA searches its database to determine the identity (M) of the non-compromised secret

key K−
M = kMQ that is shared by the majority of the non-revoked OBUs, and finds the

corresponding public key K+

M = 1

kM
P . The TA then selects a random number t ∈ Z∗

q , and

calculates the intermediate key Kim = tK+

M = t
kM

P ∈ G1, and the new secret key K̃g as

follows

K̃g = ê(K−
M , Kim)

= ê(kMQ,
t

kM
P )

= ê(Q,P )
kM · t

kM

= ê(Q,P )t

(1)

Also, it selects the value vj−ver of the hash chain values, where vj is the last value

in the hash chain as shown in Fig. 1, and ver is an integer indicating the revocation

version, i.e., the number of the revocation processes performed since the network ini-

tialization. The value vj−ver is used by all the OBUs to update their compromised se-

cret keys and the corresponding public keys. After that, the TA prepares a key update

message Kmsg = (ver||M ||IDrevkey||Kim||encK̃g
(vj−ver)), where IDrevkey is a list of

the identities of the revoked keys, and encK̃g
(vj−ver) is the symmetric encryption of

vj−ver using the key K̃g. Finally, the TA broadcasts the following message REVmsg =

(CRL||Kmsg||sigTA(CRL||Kmsg)), where CRL is a list of the certificates of the revoked

OBUs, and sigTA(CRL||Kmsg) = sH(CRL||Kmsg) is the TA signature on CRL||Kmsg;

2) After receiving the message REVmsg, each OBUy executes Algorithm 3;

3) In Algorithm 3 step (1), OBUy verifies the signature sigTA(CRL||Kmsg) by checking that
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ê(sigTA(CRL||Kmsg), P )
?
= ê(H(CRL||Kmsg), P◦). This check follows since

ê(sigTA(CRL||Kmsg), P ) = ê(sH(CRL||Kmsg), P )

= ê(H(CRL||Kmsg), sP )

= ê(H(CRL||Kmsg), P◦)

Algorithm 3 Processing revocation messages
Require: REVmsg = (CRL||Kmsg||sigTA(CRL||Kmsg)) and P◦

1: Verify sigTA(CRL||Kmsg) by checking ê(sigTA(CRL||Kmsg), P )
?
= ê(H(CRL||Kmsg), P◦)

2: if invalid then

3: Exit

4: else

5: Run Algorithm 4 to get K̃g and vj−ver

6: Run Algorithm 5 to update the key set of OBUy

7: end if

8: Store ver and IDrevkey

9: Erase Kim, the hash chain values, and the original compromised secret and public keys.
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Algorithm 4 Obtaining K̃g and vj−ver

1: if K−
M exists in RSy then

2: Set the new secret key K̃g = ê(K−
M , Kim)

3: Decrypt encK̃g
(vj−ver) using K̃g to get vj−ver

4: else

5: Broadcast a signed request and certy(PIDy ,PKy , sigTA(PIDy ||PKy)) to get K̃g from

neighboring OBUs

6: Start a timer T1

7: Any neighboring OBU of OBUy having K̃g verifies the signature and certificate of

OBUy , ensures that certy is not in the recent CRL, uses the public key (PKy) of OBUy

included in certy to encrypt K̃g, and sends the encrypted K̃g to OBUy

8: if the encrypted K̃g is received then

9: Decrypt K̃g using the secret key corresponding to PKy

10: Decrypt encK̃g
(vj−ver) using K̃g to get vj−ver

11: else

12: if T1 is timed out then

13: Go to 5

14: end if

15: end if

16: end if
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Algorithm 5 Updating the key sets of OBUy

Require: K̃g and vj−ver

1: if not previously missing any revocation message then

2: if possesses compromised secret keys {K−
i } = {kiQ} in IDrevkey then

3: Update the secret key K−
i as K̃−

i = vj−verK
−
i = vj−verkiQ

4: Update the corresponding pubic keys K̃+
i = 1

vj−ver
K+

i = 1

vj−verki
P

5: else

6: Exit

7: end if

8: else

9: Set n = ver

10: while n �= vverlast do � verlast is the last received revocation version

11: Set vj−n+1 = h(vj−n)

12: Set n = ver + 1

13: end while � this loop outputs {vj−ver+1, vj−ver+2, · · · , vverlast−1}

14: Broadcast a signed request to the neighboring OBUs requesting ver|missed
and

IDrevkey|missed
for all the missed revocation processes

15: for each received signed value of ver|missed
do

16: Verify the signature and certificate of the sender and, ensures that the certificate of

the sender is not in the recent CRL

17: Find the value of vj−ver|missed
from {vj−ver+1, vj−ver+2, · · · , vverlast−1}

18: for each possessed key K−
i = kiQ ∈ IDrevkey|missed

do

19: Update the secret key K−
i as K̃−

i = vj−ver|missed
K−

i = vj−ver|missed
kiQ

20: Update the corresponding public key as K̃+
i = 1

vj−ver|missed

K+
i = 1

vj−ver|missed
ki
P

21: end for

22: end for

23: end if

4) OBUy has to execute Algorithm 4 to get K̃g and vj−ver. If OBUy has K−
M , it can

independently calculate K̃g according to step (2). Otherwise, OBUy gets K̃g from its

neighboring OBUs as indicated in steps (5-15);
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5) In Algorithm 4, the revoked OBUs cannot compute K̃g since they do not have K−
M . Also,

they cannot receive K̃g from other OBUs since the recent CRL sent in REVmsg contains

the certificates of the revoked OBUs, which stops others from forwarding K̃g to them;

6) OBUy has to execute Algorithm 5 to update its key sets RSy and RPy . If OBUy does not

miss any previous revocation messages, it updates its key sets as indicated in steps (3-4).

If OBUy missed a number of previous revocation messages, it can update its key sets as

indicated in steps (9-22). It should be noted that in step (14), ver|missed
and IDrevkey|missed

denote the revocation version and the list of identities of the revoked keys of a missed

revocation process, respectively;

7) It should be noted that in Algorithm 4 step (7) and in Algorithm 5 step (16) one of the

communicating parties do not have the new key K̃g. Accordingly, the OBUs must use the

CRL to check that the certificates of the communicating parties are not previously revoked.

Remarks

• An important feature of the proposed EMAP is that it enables an OBU to update its

compromised keys corresponding to previously missed revocation processes provided that it

picks one revocation process in the future. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

to propose a rekeying mechanism capable of updating compromised keys corresponding to

previously missed rekeying processes.

• Note that EMAP has a modular feature, which makes it integrable with any PKI system. In

other words, EMAP does not require any modification to the core of the PKI architecture. It

only needs a key distribution module to be added to the TA during the system initialization.

• EMAP is suitable for not only VANETs but also any type of networks employing PKI.

• Algorithms 3-5 are executed through the HSM module in each OBU.

1) Renewing the Hash Chain Values: The values of the hash chains are continuously used

in the revocation processes, and hence, the TA can consume all the hash chain values. As a

result, there should be a mechanism to replace the current hash chain with a new one as follows.

After using the last value v◦ in the current hash chain, the TA generates a new hash chain

Ṽ = {ṽi|0 ≤ i ≤ j}. In the upcoming revocation messages where the new hash chain values

will be used, the TA will always broadcast the last value of the old hash chain v◦ and the current

value ṽj−ver of the new hash chain. Having the last value of the old hash chain v◦ and the current
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value ṽj−ver of the new hash chain, any OBU missed revocation messages corresponding to some

values of the old hash chain and some values in the new hash chain can regenerate all the values

of the old hash chain and the values of the new hash chain up to ṽj−ver and consequently, that

OBU can update its compromised keys as indicated in the previous subsection.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed protocol against some common attacks.

2) Resistance to forging attacks: To forge the revocation check REVcheck = HMAC (Kg,PIDu||

Tstamp) of any OBUu , an attacker has to find the current Kg, which is equivalent to finding t

in the following ECDLP problem: given Kim = tK+

M = t
kM

P and K+

M = 1

kM
P , find t such

that Kim = tK+

M . Similar analogy applies to finding the TA secret key s from the TA message

signature sgnKmsg = sH(Kmsg). Since ECDLP is a hard computational problem [23], i.e., it

cannot be solved in a sub-exponential time, the revocation check and the TA message signature

sgnKmsg are unforgeable. Similarly, finding the TA secret value s from P◦ = sP is ECDLP

problem, which makes it unforgeable. From the aforementioned discussion, it is concluded that

EMAP is resistant to forging attacks.

3) Forward secrecy: Since the values of the hash chain included in the revocation messages

are released to non-revoked OBUs starting from the last value of the hash chain, and given

the fact that a hash function is irreversible, a revoked OBU cannot use a hash chain value

vj−ver+1 received in a previous revocation process to get the current hash chain value vj−ver.

Consequently, a revoked OBU cannot update its secret key set (RS). Accordingly, a revoked

OBU can neither get K−
M necessary to independently calculate the new secret key K̃g nor get

K̃g from the neighboring OBUs since the certificates of the revoked OBUs are in the up-to-date

CRL which prevents unrevoked OBUs from forwarding K̃g to the revoked OBUs. As a result,

the proposed EMAP guarantees forward secrecy.

4) Resistance to replay attacks: Since in each message an OBU includes the current time

stamp in the revocation check value REVcheck = HMAC (Kg,PIDu ||Tstamp), an attacker cannot

record REVcheck at time Ti and replay it at a later time Ti+1 to pass the revocation checking

process as the receiving OBU compares the current time Ti+1 with that included in the revocation

check. Consequently, EMAP is secure against replay attacks.
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5) Resistance to colluding attacks: For a colluding attack, a legitimate OBU colludes with

a revoked OBU by releasing the current secret key K̃g such that the revoked vehicle can use

this key to pass the revocation check process by calculating the correct HMAC values for the

transmitted messages. All the security materials of an OBU are stored in its tamper-resistant

HSM. In addition, all the keys update processes in Algorithms 3-5 are executed in the HSM,

which means that the new secret key K̃g is stored in the HSM, and it cannot be transmitted

in clear under any circumstances. Note that in Algorithm 4 step (7) the HSM only sends K̃g

encrypted with the public key included in the certificate of the OBU requesting K̃g after checking

that the certificate of that OBU is not in the CRL. Accordingly, only that OBU is the entity that

can decrypt and obtain K̃g using its secret key which is exclusively known to itself. Since it is

infeasible to extract the security materials from the tamper-resistant HSM, an unrevoked OBU

cannot collude with a revoked OBU by passing the new secret key K̃g to the revoked OBU.

Hence, EMAP is secure against colluding attacks.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Computation Complexity of Revocation Status Checking

We are interested in the computation complexity of the revocation status checking process

which is defined as the number of comparison operations required to check the revocation status

of an OBU. Let Nrev denote the total number of revoked certificates in a CRL. To check the

revocation status of an OBUu using the linear search algorithm, an entity has to compare the

certificate identity of OBUu with every certificate of the Nrev certificates in the CRL, i.e.,

the entity performs one-to-one checking process. Consequently, the computation complexity of

employing the linear search algorithm to perform a revocation status checking for an OBU is

O(Nrev). In the binary search algorithm, the certificate identity of OBUu is compared to the

certificate identity in the middle of the sorted CRL. If the certificate identity of OBUu is greater

than that of the entry in the middle, then half of the CRL with identities lower than that of OBUu

are discarded from the upcoming comparisons. If the certificate identity of OBUu is lower than

that of the entry in the middle, then half of the CRL with identities higher than that of OBUu

are discarded. The checking process is repeated until a match is found or the CRL is finished.

It can be seen that at each step in the binary search method half of the entries considered in the

search is discarded. Thus, the computation complexity of the binary search algorithm to perform
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a revocation status checking for an OBU is O(logNrev) [25]. In EMAP, the revocation checking

process requires only one comparison between the calculated and received values of REVcheck.

As a result, the computation complexity of EMAP is O(1), which is constant and independent of

the number of revoked certificates. In other words, EMAP has the lowest computation complexity

compared with the CRL checking processes employing linear and binary search algorithms.

B. Authentication Delay

We compare the message authentication delay employing the CRL with that employing EMAP

to check the revocation status of an OBU. As stated earlier, the authentication of any message

is performed by three consecutive phases: checking the sender’s revocation status, verifying the

sender’s certificate, and verifying the sender’s signature. For the first authentication phase which

checks the revocation status of the sender, we employ either the CRL or EMAP. For EMAP,

we adopt the Cipher Block Chaining Advanced Encryption Standard (CBC-HMAC AES) [26]

and Secure Hash Algorithm 1 SHA-1 [27] as the HMAC functions. We consider the pseudo

identity (PID) of OBU and the time stamp (Tstamp) having equal lengths of 8 bytes. We adopt

the Crypto++ library [28] for calculating the delay of the HMAC functions, where it is compiled

on Intel Core2Duo 2 GHz machine. The delay incurred by using CBC-HMAC AES and SHA-1

to calculate the revocation check (REVcheck = HMAC (Kg,PIDu ||Tstamp)) is 0.23 μsec and

0.42 μsec, respectively. Also, we have simulated the linear and binary CRL checking process

using C++ programs compiled on the same machine. The linear CRL checking program performs

progressive search on a text file containing the unsorted identities of the revoked certificates,

while the binary CRL checking program performs a binary search on a text file containing the

sorted identities of the revoked certificates. For the second and third authentication phases, we

employ Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [29] to check the authenticity of

the certificate and the signature of the sender. ECDSA is the digital signature method chosen by

the WAVE standard. In ECDSA, a signature verification takes 2Tmul, where Tmul denotes the

time required to perform a point multiplication on an elliptic curve. Consequently, the verification

of a certificate and message signature takes 4Tmul. In [30], Tmul is found for a supersingular

curve with embedding degree k = 6 to be equal to 0.6 msec.

Fig. 3(a) shows a comparison between the authentication delay per message using EMAP,

linear CRL checking process, and binary CRL checking process vs. the number of the revoked
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Fig. 3. Authentication delay

certificates, where the number of the revoked certificates is an indication of the CRL size. It

can be seen that the authentication delay using the linear CRL checking process increases with

the number of revoked certificates, i.e., with the size of the CRL. Also, the authentication delay

using the binary CRL checking process is almost constant. This can be explained as follows:

the number of revoked certificates in the conducted simulation ranges from 10000 to 50000

revoked certificates; This is respectively corresponding to 14 to 16 comparison operations. Since

the range of the number of the comparison operations is very small, the authentication delay

is almost constant. The authentication delay using EMAP is constant and independent of the

number of revoked certificates. Moreover, the authentication delay using the EMAP outperforms

that using the linear and binary CRL checking processes. For example, the authentication delay

per message using the linear CRL checking process, the binary CRL checking process, and

EMAP (SHA-1) for a CRL including 20000 revoked certificates are 21.4 msec, 4.62 msec, and

2.4004 msec, respectively. Consequently, EMAP (SHA-1) expedites the message authentication

by 88.78% and 48.04% compared to that using the linear and binary CRL checking processes,

respectively. Fig. 3(b) shows the total authentication delay in msec vs. the number of messages

to be authenticated using EMAP and the linear and binary CRL checking processes. It can be

seen that as the CRL size increases the number of messages that can be verified within a specific
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Fig. 4. A city street simulation scenario

TABLE I

NS-2 SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Simulation area 7.4 Km× 7.4 Km

Simulation time 30 sec

Max. OBU speed 60 Km/h

OBU transmission range 300 m

OBU information dissemination interval 300 msec

MAC protocol 802.11a

Wireless channel capacity 6 Mbps

period is significantly decreased using the linear CRL checking process. Also, for a constant

authentication delay, EMAP outperforms the linear and binary CRL checking processes. The

maximum number of messages that can be verified simultaneously in 300 msec is 14, 64, and

124 messages for message authentication employing linear CRL checking, binary CRL checking,

and EMAP, respectively, where the considered CRL includes 20, 000 certificates. The number

of messages that can be verified using EMAP within 300 msec is greater than that using linear

and binary CRL checking by 88.7% and 48.38%, respectively.
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Fig. 5. End-to-end delay vs. OBUs density

C. End-to-end delay

To further evaluate EMAP, we have conducted ns-2 [31] simulation for the city street scenario

shown in Fig. 4. The adopted simulation parameters are given in Table I. We select the dissemi-

nation of the road condition information by an OBU every 300 msec to conform with the DSRC

standards. The mobility traces adopted in this simulation are generated using TraNS [32]. We

are interested in the end-to-end delay, which is defined as the time to transmit a message from

the sender to the receiver. Fig. 5 shows the end-to-end delay in msec vs. the OBUs density,

by employing authentication using the proposed EMAP (SHA-1), the linear CRL checking, and

binary CRL checking, respectively. In the simulation, we consider CRLs containing 20000 and

30000 revoked certificates, respectively, and the OBUs density as the number of OBUs per km2.

It can be seen that the end-to-end delay increases with the OBUs density because the number

of the received packets increases with the OBUs density resulting in longer waiting time for

the packets to be processed by the application layer in each OBU. In addition, the end-to-end

delay tends to be constant for high OBUs densities as the number of received packets reaches the

maximum number of packets an OBU can verify within a specific duration. The end-to-end delay

also increases with the number of revoked certificates included in the CRL for the linear CRL

checking process. However, the end-to-end delay is almost constant with the CRL size using the

binary checking process as the number of comparison operations needed to check CRLs with
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20000 and 30000 certificates is almost the same. From Fig. 5, employing the proposed EMAP

in authentication reduces the end-to-end delay compared with that using either the linear or the

binary CRL checking process.

D. Message Loss Ratio

The average message loss ratio is defined as the average ratio between the number of messages

dropped every 300 msec, due to the message authentication delay, and the total number of

messages received every 300 msec by an OBU. It should be noted that we are only interested in

the message loss incurred by OBUs due to V2V communications. According to DSRC, each OBU

has to disseminate a message containing information about the road condition every 300 msec.

In order to react properly and instantly to the varying road conditions, each OBU should verify

the messages received during the last 300 msec before disseminating a new message about

the road condition. Therefore, we chose to measure the message loss ratio every 300 msec.

Fig. 6 shows the analytical and simulated average message loss ratio vs. the average number of

OBUs within the communication range of each OBU for message authentication employing CRL

linear checking, CRL binary checking, and EMAP, respectively, for a CRL containing 20, 000

certificates. It can be seen that the simulated average message loss ratio closely follows the

analytical message loss ratio which is calculated based on the maximum number of messages

that can be authenticated within 300 msec. The difference between the analytical and simulations

results stems from observing that some zones in the simulated area become more congested than

other zones, thus, some OBUs experience higher message loss than other OBUs, which leads

to that difference between the analytical and simulations results. It can also be seen that the

message loss ratio increases with the number of OBUs within communication range for all

the protocols under considerations. In addition, the message authentication employing EMAP

significantly decreases the message loss ratio compared to that employing either the linear or

binary CRL revocation status checking. The reason of the superiority of EMAP is that it incurs

the minimum revocation status checking delay compared to the linear and binary CRL revocation

checking processes.
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E. Communication Overhead

In EMAP, each OBUu broadcasts a signed message on the form (M||Tstamp|| certu(PIDu ,

PK u, sigTA(PIDu ||PKu))||sigu(M||Tstamp)||REVcheck) to its neighboring OBUs. A signed mes-

sage in the WAVE standard should include the certificate of the sender, a time stamp, and the

signature of the sender on the transmitted message. Consequently, the additional communication

overhead incurred in EMAP compared to that in the WAVE standard is mainly due to REVcheck.

The length of REVcheck depends on the employed hash function. For example, when SHA-1 is

employed in EMAP for calculating REVcheck, this is corresponding to an additional overhead

of 20 bytes [27]. The total overhead incurred in a signed message in the WAVE standard is

181 bytes [7]. Consequently, the total overhead in EMAP (SHA-1), assuming the same message

format of the WAVE standard, is 201 bytes. In WAVE [7], the maximum payload data size

in a signed message is 65.6 Kbytes. Accordingly, the ratio of the communication overhead in

a signed message to the payload data size is 0.28% and 0.31% for the WAVE standard and

EMAP, respectively. EMAP incurs 0.03% increase in the communication overhead compared to

the WAVE standard, which is acceptable with respect to the gained benefits from EMAP.

F. Communication Cost of Updating the Secret Key (Kg)

We are interested in the communication cost of updating the secret key (Kg), which is the

average number of messages an OBU has to transmit and receive after triggering the revocation
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Fig. 7. Communication cost of updating Kg in EMAP

process to get the new secret key (K̃g) and distribute K̃g to its unrevoked neighboring OBUs.

We have conducted ns-2 simulation using the same parameters in Table I, for two scenarios:

low and high OBUs densities corresponding to OBUs densities of 32.5 /km2 and 91.5 /km2,

respectively. We consider the TA having a key pool of size l = 10000, and each OBU having

a key set of size m = 100. In EMAP, an OBUy not having K−
M will send a request message

to its neighboring OBUs to get the new secret key (K̃g) and start timer T1, where OBUy will

retry to get K̃g if T1 is expired before getting K̃g. In the conducted simulation, we set T1 to

be 50 msec and 150 msec for the low and high OBUs densities, respectively. Also, we only

consider the case that an OBU without K−
M , can get the new secret key K̃g from another OBU

through a single hop.

Initially, the percentage of OBUs having the key K−
M is 1.97% and 1.56% for the low and high

OBUs densities, respectively. After the broadcast of the revocation message REVmsg , only the

OBUs having K−
M are able to independently calculate the new secret key K̃g, and they will deliver

K̃g to other OBUs through V2V communication. Fig. 7 shows the average communications

cost vs. the number of simultaneously revoked OBUs. It can be seen that in each scenario,

the communication cost (transmit or receive) is almost constant with respect to the number of

simultaneously revoked OBUs. This is due to the fact that revoking the key sets of the revoked

OBUs does not revoke the key K−
M which is shared by the majority of OBUs. Consequently, the
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percentage of OBUs initially having K−
M will not change. It can be seen that the communication

cost is equal with respect to the number of received messages in both low and high OBUs

densities. Also, the communication cost of the transmitted messages is higher than that of the

received messages. This is due to the fact that a request broadcast by an OBUy to get the new

secret key (K̃g) is received by all the neighboring OBUs, and each OBU of the neighboring

OBUs will send K̃g to OBUy. As a result, a number of OBUs, requesting K̃g, in some geographic

area, will cause all the neighboring OBUs to broadcast K̃g as many times as the number of OBUs

requesting K̃g in that area. We have tried several values for the timer T1, and the considered

values for T1 give the best results. If we select smaller T1, the transmission cost will increase since

each OBU not having K−
M will send requests to get K̃g at a higher rate, and hence, more replies

will be transmitted by the OBUs. It can also be seen that the low OBU density scenario incurs

lower transmission communication cost than the high OBU density scenario since the number

of OBUs in the low density scenario is lower than that in the high OBU density scenario.

G. Incurred Delay to Obtain the New Secret Key (K̃g)

We are interested in the average delay for an OBU without K−
M to get the new secret key K̃g

from its neighboring OBUs after the revocation message REVmsg is delivered to all the OBUs in

the simulated area. We conducted ns-2 simulation for the low and high OBUs densities scenarios

considered in the previous subsection. Initially, the percentage of OBUs having the key K−
M ,

and capable of independently calculating K̃g, is 1.97% and 1.56% for the low and high OBUs

densities scenarios, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the average delay in msec, incurred by an OBU

from the moment the revocation message REVmsg is received by all the OBUs in the simulated

area until it gets the new secret key K̃g, vs. the number of simultaneously revoked OBUs. It can

be seen that the incurred delay to get K̃g is confined to a small range in each scenario. Also,

the delay of obtaining K̃g in the high OBU density scenario is higher than that in the low OBU

density scenario as the value of T1 in the high OBU density scenario is higher than that in the

low OBU density scenario. However, for both low and high OBU densities, the delay of getting

K̃g is less than 1 sec, which indicates that EMAP is feasible and reliable.
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VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed EMAP for VANETs, which expedites message authentication by replacing

the time-consuming CRL checking process with a fast revocation checking process employing

HMAC function. The proposed EMAP uses a novel key sharing mechanism which allows an

OBU to update its compromised keys even if it previously missed some revocation messages. In

addition, EMAP has a modular feature rendering it integrable with any PKI system. Furthermore,

it is resistant to common attacks while outperforming the authentication techniques employing

the conventional CRL. Therefore, EMAP can significantly decrease the message loss ratio due

to message verification delay compared to the conventional authentication methods employing

CRL checking. Our future work will focus on the certificate and message signature authentication

acceleration.
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